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The Vast World
of Valleys

here was once a world of tall
mountains and a trillion deep
valleys that spanned a billion
miles of cheddar bacon popcorn taki
sand. Living in the sand were red
biting ants and glow-in-the-dark
diamond ants. There were oceans
and lagoons filled with fish and
the beaches were dotted with beach
houses that were each equipped with
snow cone machines.
There were two very bright red orange
and yellow suns that shown between
rainbow animal and triangle-shaped
clouds. These beautiful clouds let
loose storms of orange juice and

candy corn rain, jelly bean lightning,
and tornadoes made of jawbreakers.
At night two chrome moons would
make their appearance.
Growing all over this world was a
special plant called the Candy Leaf
Plant that had candy cane and candy
straw stems and cotton candy leaves.
They would grow to be either 3 inches
or 10 yards tall.
There were snapping turtles, rattle
snakes, frogs, toads, zebras, gorillas,
tiny fluffy kind cats, dogs, hawks with
soft, big eyes, tarantulas, panthers,
cheetahs, tigers, owls, and cows.
They might sound familiar but these

animals were ALL blue and they could
talk! They spoke French and English.
The giant ocean was made of lots of
different liquids that never quite
mixed together. There was a hot sauce
middle, lemon lime soda near the
shores, cola in the depths, and random
ghost pepper pockets throughout.
There was lettuce and noodle seaweed
for the goldfish cracker fish and
electric sharks and seals to swim
through. The Statue of Liberty had
been re-purposed as a light house to
signal to passing ships.
To get around this vast world there
were flying gold and diamond limos
that had everything a house would– a
full kitchen, bathrooms, beds, etc.
These limos had U-shaped seats, small
swimming pool libraries, and billions
of dollars hidden in a safe. When the

limos were flying the safe could be
opened to shoot out cash.
Poloman called this wild world home.
He had long black hair with red and
blue stripes, wore Jordans, had a tank
top with a bullet-proof vest, Nike
sweatpants, and a Gucci belt. He lived
in a secluded mansion in the desert
that turned invisible every time he
left. He had the ability to shoot gum
that made it so people couldn’t move.
He wanted a safe world and was
willing to protect it.
Cyborg Jones, Cy for short, was not a
fan of Poloman. He wore a body suit
with NY on the chest. He was tall
and skinny and wore suits, a hat, a
mask, sunglasses, and Jordans (that
was something they agreed on). He
had a mustache and beard and had 3
different homes in the big city, one in

the sewer and one in a cave. He was
half cyborg, could fly, do back-flips,
run fast, and camouflage himself. He
could shoot different elements from
his hands. He didn’t want Poloman
to have money or access to the Secret
Formula.
Thankfully Poloman had some
friends, Chili Frito and Liberty
Lady. Chili had braids and he felt
most comfortable in his red suit and
Gucci flip flops. Liberty Lady had
long hair and she wore a baby blue
body suit. Chili lived in hot sauce
part of the ocean and Liberty lived
in the lighthouse. Both of them
could breathe underwater, were
indestructible, could turn invisible,
and could clone themselves. Chili
was super fast and he could shoot
ice. Liberty could fly and shoot lasers

from her eyes. They were Poloman’s
bodyguards.
Black Ninja was Cy’s sidekick. He wore
a dark suit with a white hood and
mask. He wore black Jordans, was 12
feet tall, and lived on the dark side of
the world where no candy plants could
grow. He lived with a group of small
robots. He was super fast and strong
and had long arms and a robotic voice.
He was hired help and stood by Cy’s
side because he was getting paid.
One day Poloman, Chili Frito, and
Liberty Lady had climbed a mountain
to hang out and have lunch. Little did
they know, Cyborg Jones and Black
Ninja were patrolling that very same
mountain, hoping to run into Poloman
and take his money.
As they were finishing lunch, Cy and
Black Ninja came around the corner...

